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Abstract—This letter presents an investigation on the effect of
random placement of base stations on three-dimensional body-
centric localization in the ultrawideband frequency range. Dif-
ferent base station configurations are studied (varied in xyz-axis,
xy-axis, and z-axis direction), keeping the same range estimation
error values as obtained from the body-centric localization experi-
mental data in order to keep the main focus on the influence of the
base-station configurations. It is observed that random positions
of the base stations in the z-axis lead to higher localization error
(3–8 cm) as the target nodes are spread out more in the z-axis di-
rection. The localization error is analyzed in terms of geometric,
horizontal, vertical dilution of precision (DOP), which is a mea-
sure of effectiveness of the placement of the base stations. For the
DOP values (5–15), 1–3 cm error reduction is observed, and for
higher DOP (>20) values, the error increases by 3–5 cm for short-
range communication. Further analysis is carried out by varying
the range estimation error in terms of mean value and standard
deviation for evaluating the random base-station configurations,
which also plays an important role in the accuracy of estimating
the location of the target.

Index Terms—Body-centric communication, dilution of pre-
cision (DOP), localization, ultrawideband (UWB), wearable
antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

L
OCALIZATION and tracking using the compact antennas

have attracted intensive research and development atten-

tion in recent years [1], [2]. With the miniaturization of devices

and sophisticated communication systems suited for numerous

applications, human motion tracking and localization are ac-

tive areas of research benefiting consumers in day-to-day life
[2]–[4]. Some applications include asset tracking, health care,

patient monitoring, sports, industrial and transport, hazard warn-

ings, real-time monitoring, search, and rescue [2], [5]–[7].
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Indoor wireless systems have to cope with severe multipath

scenarios due to the presence of various objects, walls, doors,

windows, furniture, and the presence of human subjects [2].

Due to their extremely large bandwidth/fine time resolution,

ultrawideband (UWB) signals offer a good multipath resolution

and enable high-accuracy localization [6]–[9].

The UWB time-of-arrival (TOA) measurements together with

trilateration or multilateration algorithms are often used in in-

door location systems to obtain high-accuracy localization [6]–

[9]. Various commercial UWB trans-receivers and modules have

been designed, which provide an accuracy in the range of 10–

15 cm within a range of 50 m [7]. Existing high-accuracy UWB

systems include Ubisense, time domain [7], and Xsens [8] for

human body localization integrated with the microelectrome-

chanical system inertial sensor technology. Higher accuracy

(centimeter and subcentimeter) has been reported in the litera-

ture for a short-range indoor environment localization [6]–[9].

The localization accuracy depends on various factors such as

range estimation error, frequency/bandwidth used, type of en-

vironment (indoor/outdoor; highly cluttered/uncluttered), base

station (BS) configuration, and the performance of the com-

munication system. The geometric configuration of BSs used

to localize the target node plays an important role in the ac-

curacy of the localization system especially when a minimum

number of BSs is used [10], [11]. Generally, four BSs are used

in cuboid-shape configuration to obtain high-accuracy position

estimation [7], [10]–[12]. For a short-range communication and

the minimum usage of the BSs, the random placement of the

BSs can lead to deterioration in position estimation accuracy.

As reported briefly in [12], the dilution of precision (DOP) [13],

[14] that is used to measure the appropriateness of the BS place-

ment geometry in order to obtain high-accuracy localization can

be used to evaluate the effect of random BS positioning.

In this letter, detailed DOP analysis is presented, which high-

lights the variation in localization error due to the presence of

randomly placed BSs for a short-range body-centric communi-

cation. This work mainly focuses on a short-range application-

specific localization analysis such as rehabilitation, physiother-

apy, patient monitoring, tracking progress in performance of

patient/sports persons, and in entertainment domain to capture

movements of artists. The results are compared with the op-

timized BS configuration for which realistic body-centric lo-

calization experiments are carried out in an indoor environment

[12]. Different channel links, localization systems, and range es-
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Fig. 1. Localization of wearable antenna placed on the human subject in an
indoor environment with four BSs placed in an optimum position to obtain
high-accuracy localization.

timation algorithms will lead to variation in range error values.

The range estimation error and the standard deviation (STDEV)

have been further varied for the BS configurations studied in

order to obtain the trend of localization error.

II. METHODOLOGY

Compact tapered slot UWB antennas (TSAs) were used as

wearable antennas and BSs. The measurements were performed

in the UWB frequency range (3–10 GHz) at the motion capture

studio at the University of Kent, Canterbury, U.K. [12]. A hu-

man test subject 1.68 m tall and of average male build with a

body mass index of 21.3 was chosen for localizing the wear-

able antennas on the body (see Fig. 1). The localization of the

whole body is performed using 21 antenna positions placed on

the (arms and legs) limbs and torso when the subject is standing

at the center of the localization area [12].

The TSA has dimensions of 27 mm × 16 mm and offers a

return loss below −10 dB with good radiation performance and

relatively constant gain across the UWB band when off, or on

a human body [15]. The four BS antennas were positioned in

cuboid-shape configuration in an area of 1.8 × 1.8 m2 in order

to obtain high three-dimensional (3-D) localization accuracy

[10], [12]. The frequency-domain measurements using 6400

data samples were performed using a 4-port vector network

analyzer to capture S21 parameters between each Tx–Rx pair.

The presence of human subject leads to high-multipath and

non-line-of-sight (NLOS) situations. The variation caused in

the channel impulse response (CIR) due to the NLOS situations

leads to positive error bias in estimation of distance between the

mobile station (MS)–BS link [2], [7], [16]. This can be over-

come using the NLOS identification and mitigated techniques

[16], such as the algorithm in [12] that is based on the CIR char-

acterization, TOA peak detection, and data fusion techniques

[2], [16]. The algorithm in [12] is able to distinguish total line-

of-sight links from the NLOS/partial NLOS with more than

95% accuracy using the measured channel data obtained for

each MS–BS link.

An accurate range estimation will lead to a high-accuracy

performance of the localization system, which uses trilatera-

tion and least-square algorithm to obtain the position of the

target in 3-D. Trilateration [17] consists of measuring three or

more distances between the MS and BS and using these dis-

tances/range to calculate the unknown target 3-D position. The

distances r1 , r2 , r3 , and r4 are used to estimate the position of

the target (xm , ym , zm ) by solving the following set of equations

using least square solution [17]:

r2
i = (xi − xm )2 + (yi − ym )2 + (zi − zm )2

(1)

where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and ri represents the range measurements

obtained from the distance between the MS and BS.

The localization systems require a minimum of three to four

BS units to calculate 3-D positions of MSs within a room.

Usually, more than three BS units are used [7], [10] to obtain

high accuracy and reduce susceptibility to random measurement

errors. The positioning precision depends significantly on the

geometry of the BSs distribution. The geometric dilution of

precision (GDOP) [13], [14] indicates the effectiveness of a

geometric configuration. It is an indicator of 3-D positioning

accuracy as the consequence of relative position of the BSs with

respect to a MS

GDOP =

√

tr(HT H)−1
(2)

where

H =

⎡
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⎢
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ax1 ay1 az1 1

ax2 ay2 az2 1

ax3 ay3 az3 1
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and

axi =
(xi − xm )

ri

, ay i =
(yi − ym )

ri

, az i =
(zi − zm )

ri

where xi , yi , and zi correspond to the BS positions; xm, ym ,

and zm are the estimated MS positions, and ri is the estimated

range between the mobile and each base station, and

HDOP =

√

(

(HT H)−1
)

1,1
+

(

(HT H)−1
)

2,2
(3)

VDOP =

√

(

(HT H)−1
)

3,3
(4)

where the VDOP is the vertical dilution of precision, which is

a measure of localization accuracy in 1-D [height (z-axis)], and

the HDOP is the horizontal dilution of precision, which is the

measure of localization accuracy in 2-D (x- and y-axis).

III. RANDOM BS CONFIGURATIONS

In order to obtain an accurate position of the target, an ap-

propriate geometrical distribution of BSs is necessary. The opti-

mized BS configuration chosen is a cuboid-shape configuration

with four BSs each at a corner of a square with a predefined area

depending upon the application. The main criteria for choosing

such configuration is the achievement of high-accuracy local-

ization results, ease of installation, cost-effectiveness, ability to

replicate in any environment, symmetrical configuration, and

coverage of the whole localization area of interest. The random

placement of the BSs, on the other hand, can lead to degra-

dation of the performance of the localization system, leading

to inaccurate localization results of the target. In order to val-

idate the accuracy analysis, various random BS configurations

are compared with the optimized BS configuration used for the

experimental data related to a body-centric localization in [9].

The range estimation errors for the wearable nodes with respect

to each BS are kept the same as obtained from the experimental



TABLE I
X–Y EXAMPLE POSITIONS OF RANDOM BSS

Fig. 2. Schematic of various BS configurations. Case 1–4: Random placement
of BSs. Case 5: Optimized BS configuration. Case 6: Ideal BS configuration.
All dimensions are in meters.

data for all the BS configurations considered so that the main

focus related to the position of the BSs can be analyzed.

The six different random x–y positions of the BSs are con-

sidered and for each set of x–y positions, and four different

random z-axis positions are also considered. Table I lists the

random x–y axis positions for the evaluation of variation in lo-

calization accuracy for body-centric applications. An example

related to the BS configuration analysis is shown in Fig. 2 for

the various schematics of the BS configuration. Fixed values

for random x- and y-positions for the four BSs and variable z-

axis coordinate values for the BSs are considered for cases 1–4

(C1–C4). These results are compared with case 5 (C5) (opti-

mized) and case 6 (C6) (ideal scenario, where distance between

all BSs in x-, y-, and z-axis direction is the same).

IV. LOCALIZATION ACCURACY ANALYSIS

It is observed that the trilateration and the least-square al-

gorithm give best results when the antennas are placed at the

corners of a square (C5 and C6) with 1–2 cm accuracy. Also, the

height and symmetry of the z-axis position of the BS placement

play an important role in localization accuracy. The DOP values

are presented in Fig. 3 for all the random and optimal BS con-

figurations. Average 3-D localization results are shown in Fig. 4

considering all six cases presented in Fig. 2. From the analysis,

it can be concluded that localization results are directly related

to the GDOP values. The x–y-axis localization results are more

specifically related to the HDOP values, and the z-axis localiza-

tion results are related to the VDOP values. C1 and C2 show

some decrease (0.5–1 cm) in localization accuracy when com-

pared with cases 5 and 6. For such scenarios, the DOP values

Fig. 3. DOP values (a) GDOP, (b) HDOP, and (c) VDOP, classified in different
range for various BS configurations (C1-C6).

Fig. 4. Localization accuracy for various BS configurations (C1–C6).

are similar to case 5 and case 6 and fall within 0.5–5 range. C1

shows lower VDOP values leading to higher accuracy for the

z-coordinate, whereas case 2 is vice versa. C3 shows lower lo-

calization accuracy (2–6 cm) in comparison to the configuration

used in C1 and C2 due to larger DOP values. For C3 and C4, z-

axis direction values are least accurate as several VDOP values

are greater than 20. When the DOP values are >20, the poor

localization results are obtained with an increase in localization

error by 2 to 4 times when compared with optimized scenario.

For C5 and C6, the localization accuracy results are quite similar

as are the DOP values, which fall under high-accuracy range of

1–3. For C6, z-coordinate accuracy is higher than that of C5 as

the distance of the BSs in the z-direction is larger for C6, but with

some deterioration in x–y-axis coordinate localization results.

Varying the BSs z-axis coordinates and keeping the x–y-axis

coordinates optimized (C5) led to different localization results

in comparison to varying all the xyz-coordinates. Random z-

values chosen are shown in Fig. 2 (C1–C4), and the results are



compared with optimized BS configuration (C5). The results in-

dicate significant deterioration in position estimation accuracy

by 2–5 cm for the z-axis coordinate for the randomly positioned

BSs in the z-axis only. The x- and y-coordinates estimation show

only slight variation (0.5–1 cm) when compared with the opti-

mized scenario. The z-axis error is high for this scenario as the

nodes considered on the body are placed at different positions

starting from shoulder to the ankle. Hence, more randomly po-

sitioned BSs in the z-axis direction will play an important role

in the z-coordinate accuracy of the localization results.

Varying the BSs in x–y-axis coordinates and keeping the z-

axis coordinates optimized has less variation in the localization

results. As the human subject is standing in the center of the

localization area, hence randomly placed x–y-axis BSs do not

have very significant effect on the localization accuracy for x-

and y-axis coordinates estimation. Also, as z-coordinate values

are optimized, overall 3-D localization results are good with an

average error of 2–3 cm.

To understand the effect of varying the distance between the

BS and MS, the BS positions have been scaled at intervals

of 0.3 m for x–y-axis and 0.15 m for z-axis for a maximum

area of around 5 × 5 m2 (ten scaled positions). To perform the

distance-localization error analysis, the center of the chest re-

gion is considered as a test point. Considering the optimized

BS configuration (C5), the variation in localization accuracy is

minor with an increase in distance (scaling the BS configura-

tion) if the range estimation errors between the MS and BS pair

are similar. If BSs are scaled in the xyz-direction, there can be

slight increase in (0.5 cm) localization accuracy depending on

the range error obtained. If the BSs are scaled only in the xy

plane, keeping z-coordinates the same as initial configuration,

there is deterioration in the z-axis values by a few centimeters

(2–5 cm), which can also be seen from the VDOP values, which

increase from (2 → 7). If only z-axis values are scaled, there is

an increase in an accuracy of the z-coordinate values with slight

decrease in an accuracy of the x–y-axis values (0.5–1 cm). For

random BS scenarios such as C4, having the high occurrence

of the GDOP values greater than 15/20, there are more chances

of deterioration in localization accuracy when the configura-

tion is scaled. This is due to more random placement of the BS

configuration when the configuration is scaled over an area of

5 × 5 m2 , leading to higher GDOP values and lower accuracy

of the estimated location by 2 → 15 cm.

The 3-D position estimation accuracy depends significantly

on the error in the distance/range estimation. The distance esti-

mation error will be different for the various types of MS–BS

links formed. Hence, a theoretical analysis is carried out by

varying the mean and standard deviation of a range estimation

error (see Fig. 5) with values that are generally observed in

practical scenarios for a short-range communication using the

UWB technology, in order to study the change in position esti-

mation error. Considering the six cases of the BS configuration

as shown in Fig. 2, the mean error is varied from 1.5 to 5.5 cm at

intervals of 1 cm, and the standard deviation values considered

are 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8 cm. For example, the BS configuration C4

(random) has higher localization error (2–3 times) in compari-

son to the C5 (optimized) BS configuration (1.2–1.8 times) with

an increase in a mean range estimation error (1.5 → 5.5 cm).

Fig. 5. x-axis localization accuracy for different range estimation error
(STDEV: 0.6, 1.2, and 1.8 cm) and variation in a mean range error from 1.5 to
5.5 cm.

The z-axis magnitude of localization error is generally higher in

comparison to x–y-axis, especially for C4 (three times higher),

which is a random BS configuration and has the high occur-

rence of VDOP values larger than 20. For z-axis localization

error, similar trend of variation in localization accuracy is ob-

served as that of x–y-axis. For increase in a standard deviation,

the localization error increases by 1.2–1.5 times.

V. CONCLUSION

The analytical and theoretical investigations have been carried

out related to the random placement of BS configurations and

compared with the optimized BS configurations used for body-

centric localization. The localization accuracy analysis and the

effectiveness of the BS geometrical configuration is performed

using the GDOP, VDOP, and HDOP values. Higher DOP > 20

values lead to a least accuracy with an error as high as 5–8 cm.

The DOP values in the range of 5–15 lead to decrease in lo-

calization accuracy by 1–3 cm. Lowest DOP values (1–2) are

obtained for ideal and optimized BS set up with a localization

average accuracy in the range of 0.5–2 cm. Varying only z-axis

position of the BSs leads to higher deterioration in z-axis local-

ization accuracy as the target nodes are spread out in the z-axis

direction from the shoulder to the ankle. It is also observed that

as the range estimation error for each MS–BS link increases

(mean or standard deviation), there is significant increase in

error for random BS configurations (two to three times) in com-

parison to optimized BS configurations. Future work will be to

study randomly placed BS configurations in application-specific

environments to analyze the variation in localization accuracy.
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